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The press called Martin's actions a "crime spree." Already convicted of armed robbery,
Martin was facing the death penalty. In less than two weeks the jury would decide his
fate. Terrified that his son would be sentenced to die, Phillip did the only thing he felt he
could do: in an act of faith and desperation in his garage with the car exhaust running,
Phillip made the consummate sacrifice to spare his son the ultimate punishment.
Ironically, his suicide presented Martin's with another chance at life; the jury, moved by
Martin's loss, spared his life. Phillip's story-like those of the other parents, siblings,
children, and cousins chronicled in this book-vividly illustrates the precarious position
family members of capital offenders occupy in the criminal justice system. At once
outsiders and victims, they live in the shadow of death, crushed by trauma, grief, and
helplessness. In this penetrating account of guilt and innocence, shame and triumph,
devastating loss and ultimate redemption, the voices of these family members add a
new dimension to debates about capital punishment and how communities can prevent
and address crime. Restorative justice theory, which views violent crime as an extreme
violation of relationships; searches for ways to hold offenders accountable; and meets
the needs of victims and communities torn apart by the crime, organizes these
narratives and integrates offenders' families into the process of transforming conflict
and promoting justice and healing for all. What emerges from hundreds of hours' worth
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of in-depth interviews with family members of offenders and victims, legal teams, and
leaders in the abolition and restorative justice movements is a vision of justice strongly
rooted in the social fabric of communities. Showing that forgiveness and recovery are
possible in the wake of even the most heinous crimes, while holding victims' stories
sacred, this eye-opening book bridges the pain of living in the shadow of death with the
possibility of a reparative form of justice. Anyone working with victims, offenders, and
their families-from lawyers and social workers to mediators and activists-will find this
riveting work indispensable to their efforts.
Lenses are a considerable investment for any photographer and require understanding
their features and a making plan for purchase. You might buy several camera bodies,
but quality lenses should last a lifetime! You need a book that goes beyond the camera
manuals to teach you how to select and use Canon lenses to take great shots. This
guide by pro photographer Jerod Foster will help you conquer the fundamentals and
capture stunning pictures. Foster starts with the basics of using different lenses in the
Canon lineup–from kit, to wide angle, to telephoto, to zoom, and more, to understand
what they do and how their features affect your images. He discusses factors such as
depth of field, perspective, and compression and which types of lenses are right for
your style of shooting. Whether it’s portraits, landscapes, or street photography, you
will have a better understanding of your equipment and understand your choices for
investing in lenses. Beautifully illustrated with large, compelling photos, this book
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teaches you how to take control of your photography to get the image you want every
time you pick up the camera.
teachers and students of criminology and is a sourcebook for professionals.
By bringing together the insights of ecclesial ethics, an approach that emphasizes the
distinctive nature of the church as the community that forms its mind and character after
its reading of Scripture, with the theory and practice of restorative justice, a way of
conceiving justice-making that emerged from the Mennonite-Anabaptist tradition, this
book shows why a theological account of the theory and practice of restorative justice is
fruitful for articulating and clarifying the witness of the church, especially when faced
with conflict or wrongdoing. This can help extend the church's imagination as to how it
might better become God's community of restoration as it reflects on the ways in which
the justice of God is taking shape in its own community. “How does an ecclesial context
shape the theological apprehension and praxis of justice?” This question orientates the
book. In particular, it asks how, in view of its members having been admitted into God's
restoring justice in Christ, the church might embody in the world this same justice of
restoring right relationships. While Christian reflection on the nature of justice has
tended to favour a judicial and retributive conception of justice, it will be argued that the
biblical understanding of the justice of God is best understood as a saving, liberating,
and restorative justice. It is this restorative conception that ought to guide the
community that reads Scripture so that it might be embodied in life.
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The New York Times bestselling, groundbreaking investigation of how the global elite's
efforts to "change the world" preserve the status quo and obscure their role in causing
the problems they later seek to solve. An essential read for understanding some of the
egregious abuses of power that dominate today’s news. Former New York Times
columnist Anand Giridharadas takes us into the inner sanctums of a new gilded age,
where the rich and powerful fight for equality and justice any way they can--except
ways that threaten the social order and their position atop it. We see how they rebrand
themselves as saviors of the poor; how they lavishly reward "thought leaders" who
redefine "change" in winner-friendly ways; and how they constantly seek to do more
good, but never less harm. We hear the limousine confessions of a celebrated
foundation boss; witness an American president hem and haw about his plutocratic
benefactors; and attend a cruise-ship conference where entrepreneurs celebrate their
own self-interested magnanimity. Giridharadas asks hard questions: Why, for example,
should our gravest problems be solved by the unelected upper crust instead of the
public institutions it erodes by lobbying and dodging taxes? He also points toward an
answer: Rather than rely on scraps from the winners, we must take on the grueling
democratic work of building more robust, egalitarian institutions and truly changing the
world. A call to action for elites and everyday citizens alike.
Demystifying an unrealistic ideal Maria Mayo questions the contemporary idealization of
unconditional forgiveness in three areas of contemporary life: so-called Victim-Offender
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Mediation involving cases of criminal injury, the work of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission in post-apartheid South Africa, and the pastoral care of victims of domestic
violence. She shows that an emphasis on unilateral and unconditional forgiveness puts
disproportionate pressure on the victims of injustice or violence and misconstrues the
very biblical passages—especially in Jesus’ teaching and actions—on which advocates
of unconditional forgiveness rely.
Drawing upon Catholic social teaching, traditional writings, and Sacred Scripture,
Catholic Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Justice presents a Catholic perspective of
crime and criminal justice in America.
Crime victims have many needs, most of which our criminal justice system ignores. In
fact, the justice system often increases the injury. Howard Zehr proposes a "restorative"
model which is more consistent with experience, with the past, and with the biblical
tradition. --

A timeless classic with more than 165,000 copies sold, The Bare Bones Camera
Course for Film and Video has been chosen by over 700 colleges to teach basic
film and video techniques. Written by a working professional, The Bare Bones
Camera Course is the most user-friendly book available on the subject of film and
video production; it reduces the shooting experience to its essence, making
complicated concepts easy to grasp. Using simple clear language and more than
150 illustrations, the book explains: Exposure Lenses Composition Basic
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sequence Crossing the line Lighting And much more! When you finish this book,
you will know and understand how to shoot good pictures that will edit together
seamlessly in post-production. With added chapters on sound and editing, this
new edition of The Bare Bones Camera Course for Film and Video rounds out
the education of any filmmaker. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse
Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts,
with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic
design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing, acting,
film, how to start careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and
more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas overlooked by other
publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of
readers.
Tilt and shift lenses offer tremendous creative possibilities for users of digital SLR
and mirrorless cameras. This practical book explains the techniques that will help
you take better photos - photos that don't distort or lose focus. Assessing the
benefits and pitfalls of a range of lenses, adapters, software and editing
techniques, it guides you through the practicalities of working with these lenses
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and gives you the skills to use them to best effect. With stunning examples
throughout, this book gives an overview of the different lenses available, and tips
on how adapters can give tilt/shift options when using old medium-format lenses.
It gives advice on how simple lens shift can change the entire look of your
photos, and techniques for using lens tilt for focus control and close-up working.
Stunning examples show the use of tilt and shift lenses across a range of
available focal lengths, both tripod-mounted and handheld.
Changing LensesA New Focus for Crime and JusticeScottdale, Penn. ; Waterloo,
Ont. : Herald Press
This ground-breaking collection dares to take the next step in the advancement
of an autonomous, inter-disciplinary restorative justice field of study. It brings
together criminology, social psychology, legal theory, neuroscience, affect-script
psychology, sociology, forensic mental health, political sciences, psychology and
positive psychology to articulate for the first time a psychological concept of
restorative justice. To this end, the book studies the power structures of the
restorative justice movement, the very psychology, motivations and emotions of
the practitioners who implement it as well as the drivers of its theoreticians and
researchers. Furthermore, it examines the strengths and weakness of our own
societies and the communities that are called to participate as parties in
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restorative justice. Their own biases, hunger for power and control, fears and
hopes are investigated. The psychology and dynamics between those it aims to
reach as well as those who are funding it, including policy makers and politicians,
are looked into. All these questions lead to creating an understanding of the
psychology of restorative justice. The book is essential reading for academics,
researchers, policymakers, practitioners and campaigners.
Restorative justice (RJ) is an idea whose time may have finally arrived. Although
the concept has ancient roots and the term has existed in Western societies
since the 1970s, only recently has it gained general public recognition. In
schools, RJ’s popularity is rising world-wide. In fact, education is the fastest
growing area for the practice of RJ. Despite an increasing number of schools
embracing the approach, it is not clear what educational RJ practitioners are
trying to achieve. Adult Intentions, Student Perceptions: How Restorative Justice
is Used in Schools to Control and to Engage focuses on the use of RJ in one
school in Scotland and one in Canada. While important to understand the
intentions of educators in using RJ in schools, those aims must be examined
alongside the actual impact that such practices have on students. RJ can be
understood and experienced in dramatically different ways by those
implementing it. For some, RJ is about creating an environment of and for
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student engagement that challenges traditional systems of discipline and
facilitates learning. For others, RJ is simply another tool for solidifying compliance
and meting out punishment, albeit in a kinder, gentler way. Adult Intentions,
Student Perceptions provides the opportunity to delve deeply into the stories of
two schools and the adults and young people who inhabit them, and consider the
broad impact that differing educator understandings of RJ have on students.
Adult Intentions, Student Perceptions is a timely book for RJ advocates and
critics alike. It challenges a common assumption of some RJ advocates that
implementing RJ necessarily creates a classroom environment of social
engagement (where students are empowered to engage with one another and
think critically, and school relationships and hierarchies are transformed). The
student experience relayed in this book shows that RJ can as readily be
mobilized to create classroom environments of social control (where students are
taught obedience and compliance, and authority and hierarchy are reinforced).
Reimer argues that RJ, by itself, does not guarantee certain qualities of
relationship, but RJ does allow us to examine relational qualities and ask
questions of how school relationships are used to engage and/or control
students.
"The story of [an] uneven journey to confronting and reconciling with [the
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teenager who murdered Bishop's sister and brother-in-law, taking] on the larger
issues of restorative justice, life sentences, and incarceration in the criminal
justice system, ... [acknowledging] the personal cost of advocating for mercy for
people convicted of serious crimes"--Amazon.com.
This work delves into the topic of moral education in America's K-12 schools.
Following an introductory historical chapter, it analyzes salient topics and notable
leaders in the field of moral education. It treats the issues thoroughly and fairly,
providing a heightened understanding of both the major and minor themes in
moral education. Subjects covered include: accelerated christian education,
benevolence, bullying, caring, character development, cheating, civic education,
commitment, counseling, democratic schools, discipline, drug and alcohol
education, empathy, faith, friendship, hidden curriculum, honesty, justice, moral
agency, peer influence, positive psychology, respect, responsibility, self-esteem,
social development, sports, violence, and virtue ethics.
A concise introduction to lens design, including the fundamental theory,
concepts, methods and tools used in the field. Covering all the essential concepts
and providing suggestions for further reading at the end of each chapter, this
book is an essential resource for graduate students working in optics and
photonics.
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How can bitter enemies who have inflicted unspeakable acts of cruelty on each other
live together in peace? At a time in history when most organized violence consists of
civil wars and when nations resort to genocidal policies, when horrendous numbers of
civilians have been murdered, raped, or expelled from their homes, this book explores
the possibility of forgiveness. The contributors to this book draw upon the insights of
history, political science, philosophy, and psychology to examine the trauma left in the
wake of such actions, using, as examples, numerous case studies from the Holocaust,
Russia, Cambodia, Guatemala, South Africa, and even Canada. They consider the
fundamental psychological and philosophical issues that have to be confronted, offer
insights about measures that can be taken to facilitate healing, and summarize what
has been learned from previous struggles. Dilemmas of Reconciliation is a pioneering
effort that explores the extraordinary challenges that must be faced in the aftermath of
genocide or barbarous civil wars. How these challenges of reconciliation are faced and
resolved will affect not only the victims’ ability to go on with their lives but will impact
regional stability and, ultimately, world peace.
As biblical hermeneutics moves increasingly toward the inclusion of vernacular
approaches to the text--understandings of the Bible based on culture, context, and
human experience--many communities of faith around the world are contributing their
voices to the conversation of global Christianity. This volume explores reading methods
and text interpretations of believers in South Africa, the Caribbean, Spain, the
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Netherlands, the United States, India, Kenya, Fiji, Japan, the United Kingdom, New
Zealand, and Nigeria--revealing the ways various faith communities read the Bible
contextually. Essays in this volume also illustrate the impact of the biblical text in
people's lives--on their understandings of oppression, identity, the plight of refugees,
decline and loss, the relationship between church and society, imperialism,
homelessness, restorative justice, bodily experiences of the Holy Spirit, and time and
the future. Together, these writings provide an in-depth sense of how global Christians
read the Bible through the lens of their own tradition or culture, as well as how the Bible
informs all aspects of their lives as they read the world biblically.
Restorative Justice Volume 5, Number 2, June 2016 Edited by David M. McCarthy The
Emergence of Restorative Justice in Ecclesial Practice Thomas Noakes-Duncan
Restorative and Transformative Justice in a Land of Mass Incarceration Amy Levad
Soteriology, Eucharist and the Madness of Forgiveness Christopher McMahon
Breaking Out: The Expansiveness of Restorative Justice in Laudato Si' Eli McCarthy
Catholic Theology of Post-Conflict Restorative Justice:The Doctrine of Hypostatic Union
as a Viable Inspiration Rev. Raymond Aina, MSP Just War Theory and Restorative
Justice: Weaving a Consistent Ethic of Reconciliation Anna Floerke Scheid Restorative
Justice and the International Criminal Court John Kiess Restorative Justice in Baltimore
Virginia McGovern and Layton Field A Theological Understanding of Restorative
Justice Margaret R. Pfeil Symposium on the 2015 Synod of Bishops on the Family KariPage 12/27
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Shane Zimmerman, James T. Bretzke, S.J., Jana Bennett,Andrew Kim, and Christina
Astorga
This edited collection outlines the issues central to youth engagement in research and
social innovation. Youth-driven innovation for social change is increasingly recognized
as holding potential for the development of sustainable strategies to tackle some of the
most pressing global challenges of our time. The contributors provide additional
knowledge concerning what actually constitutes an enabling environment, as well as
the most effective approaches for engaging youth as architects of change. While
sensitive to the need for contextual appropriateness, the volume contributes to the
development of shared understandings and frameworks for engaging and spurring
youth-driven innovation for social change worldwide. Youth-Driven Social Innovation
showcases examples of youth engagement in frugal and reverse innovation worldwide,
alongside examples which demonstrate the tremendous potential of South-South
learning, but also learning and youth innovation in the Global North. It will be of interest
to students and scholars across a range of disciplines including education, sociology,
anthropology, public health, and politics.
This handbook engages key debates in Australian and New Zealand criminology over
the last 50 years. In six sections, containing 56 original chapters, leading researchers
and practitioners investigate topics such as the history of criminology; crime and justice
data; law reform; gangs; youth crime; violent, white collar and rural crime; cybercrime;
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terrorism; sentencing; Indigenous courts; child witnesses and children of prisoners;
police complaints processes; gun laws; alcohol policies; and criminal profiling. Key
sections highlight criminological theory and, crucially, Indigenous issues and
perspectives on criminal justice. Contributors examine the implications of past and
current trends in official data collection, crime policy, and academic investigation to
build up an understanding of under-researched and emerging problem areas for future
research. An authoritative and comprehensive text, this handbook constitutes a longawaited and necessary resource for dedicated academics, public policy analysts, and
university students.
Does the criminal justice system actually help victims and offenders? What does justice
look like for those who have been harmed? For those who have done harm? Twentyfive years after it was first published, Changing Lenses by Howard Zehr remains the
classic text of the restorative justice field. Now with valuable author updates on the
changing landscape of restorative justice and a new section of resources for
practitioners and teachers, Changing Lenses offers a framework for understanding
crime, injury, accountability, and healing from a restorative perspective. Uncovering
widespread assumptions about crime, the courts, retributive justice, and the legal
process, Changing Lenses offers provocative new paradigms and proven alternatives
for public policy and judicial reform. What’s New in the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary
Edition: Author updates of terminology, paradigms, and recommended reading
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Foreword by restorative justice practitioner Sujatha Baliga New resources for teachers,
facilitators, and practitioners
Bringing expert knowledge to bear in an open and deliberative way to help solve
pressing social problems is a major concern today, when technocratic and bureaucratic
decision making often occurs with little or no input from the general public. Albert Dzur
proposes an approach he calls &“democratic professionalism&” to build bridges
between specialists in domains like law, medicine, and journalism and the lay public in
such a way as to enable and enhance broader public engagement with and deliberation
about major social issues. Sparking a critical and constructive dialogue among social
theories of the professions, professional ethics, and political theories of deliberative
democracy, Dzur reveals interests, motivations, strengths, and vulnerabilities in
conventional professional roles that provide guideposts for this new approach. He then
applies it in examining three practical arenas in which experiments in collaboration and
power-sharing between professionals and citizens have been undertaken: public
journalism, restorative justice, and the bioethics movement. Finally, he draws lessons
from these cases to refine this innovative theory and identify the kinds of challenges
practitioners face in being both democratic and professional.
Lawyers, Crown counsels, district attorneys, and paralegals are often tasked with
managing negotiation and conflict resolution in the courtroom; however, very little
theory or literature surrounding this specialization exists. This handbook effectively
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closes these gaps and extensively discusses theories of negotiation and conflict
resolution in criminal practice. Part one discusses communicating effectively and
appropriately with clients, court staff, and opposing counsel by identifying and
establishing cultural competence, rapport, and nonverbal cues. Part two identifies
alternative processes in negotiation and conflict resolution including victim-offender
mediation and retroactive justice, while part three covers career development in areas
such as managing challenging clients and developing strategies for dealing with highstress scenarios. This ground-breaking resource is well suited to students in a wide
variety of courses that specialize in negotiation and conflict resolution including criminal
justice, law, paralegal, police studies, or criminology.

Through easy-to-follow lessons, this handy book offers a complete class on
digital photography, tailored specifically for people who use the Nikon D90. This
is not your typical camera guide: rather than just show you what all the buttons
do, it teaches you how to use the D90's features to make great photographsincluding professional-looking images of people, landscapes, action shots, closeups, night shots, HD video, and more. With Ben Long's creative tips and
technical advice, you have the perfect, camera-bag-friendly reference that will
help you capture stunning pictures anywhere, anytime. The Nikon D90
Companion will show you how to: Take creative control and go beyond automatic
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settings Learn the basic rules of composition Capture decisive moments,
including fast-moving objects Discover ways to use a flash indoors and outdoors
Learn about different lenses, and the best time to use them Understand the
options for shooting RAW, and whether it's right for you Use the D90's ability to
shoot high definition video
Restoring Justice: An Introduction to Restorative Justice, Fifth Edition, offers a
clear and convincing explanation of restorative justice, a movement within
criminal justice with growing worldwide influence. It explores the broad appeal of
this new vision and offers a brief history of its development. The book presents a
theoretical foundation for the principles and values of restorative justice and
develops its four cornerpost ideas of encounter, amends, inclusion and
reintegration. After exploring how restorative justice ideas and values may be
integrated into policy and practice, it presents a series of key issues commonly
raised about restorative justice, summarizing various perspectives on each. Van
Ness and Strong are renowned scholars in the field of restorative justice. This
edition places special emphasis on the importance of inclusion in restorative
justice —the opportunity for direct and active involvement of the victim, offender,
and community in the procedures that follow a crime. A helpful appendix includes
a visual case study that helps illustrate the concepts of the text.
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National eligibility test is conducted twice in a year to determine eligibility for
lectureship and for awarding JRF Scholarship. The NET exam is very crucial in
determining to ensure minimum standards in the teaching profession (Indian
university, colleges and Institutions) and in research work. This book promises
last ten year MCQ (NET) on the subject of CRIMINOLOGY with a detailed
explanation.
Vengeance and bitter violence have had their turns -- without redemptive results.
How should we as a society respond to wrongdoing? When a crime occurs or an
injustice is done, what needs to happen? What does justice require? Howard
Zehr, known worldwide for his pioneering work in transforming our
understandings of justice, here proposes workable Principles and Practices for
making restorative justice both possible and useful. First he explores how
restorative justice is different from criminal justice. Then, before letting those
appealing observations drift out of reach, into theoretical space, Zehr presents
Restorative Justice Practices. Zehr undertakes a massive and complex subject
and puts it in graspable form, without reducing or trivializing it. This is a
handbook, a vehicle for moving our society toward healing and wholeness. This
is a sourcebook, a starting point for handling brokenness with hard work and
hope. This resource is also suitable for academic classes and workshops, for
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conferences and trainings. By the author of Changing Lenses; Transcending:
Reflections of Crime Victims; and Doing Life: Reflections of Men and Women
Serving Life Sentences.
First Published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Empowered by the knowledge that employees are influenced by their direct
supervisor more than any other leader in a company, author Jane A. G. Kise
advocates intentional leadership, a style of leading that focuses on how to lead,
not just what to accomplish. Learn to concentrate on your strengths and manage
your professional weaknesses. Benefits: Identify your priorities and consider how
they relate to the essential work of leadership. Compare your own strengths and
values to what is known about good leadership practices. Detect potential
weaknesses that might become fatal flaws limitations that bring leaders down.
Learn to use your strengths and weaknesses to optimize your leadership style.
Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of
books on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art.
Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art,
photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business
and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to publish a
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New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply committed to
quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often
publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose
expertise can help our audience of readers.
You own a Nikon DSLR, but which Nikon (Nikkor) lens is best for your shooting
style and your budget? This guide by pro photographer Jerod Foster will help you
learn the features of Nikon lenses to capturevthe stunning pictures you want for a
price that matches your needs. Foster starts with the basics of using lenses in the
Nikon lineup–from kit, to prime, to wide angle, to telephoto, to zoom, and more.
Whether it’s portraits, landscapes, sports, travel, or night photography, you will
have a better understanding of the different Nikon lenses and your choices for
investing in them. In this guide you will: Master the key camera features that
relate to lenses–depth of field, perspective, and vibration reduction Learn the
difference between full frame versus cropped sensors and how they affect
specific lenses Understand best practices for maintaining your lenses and for
taking better pictures Accessorize your Nikon lenses with lens rigs, extenders,
and other add-on equipment Minimize lens flaws such as distortion and
chromatic aberration in post processing with Lightroom Grasp all the concepts
and techniques as you go, with assignments at the end of every chapter
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Beautifully illustrated with large, compelling photos, this book for beginning-tointermediate digital photographers will help you get the image you want every
time you pick up your camera. And once you have the shot, show it off and join
the book’s flickr group:
www.flickr.com/groups/nikonlenses_fromsnapshotstogreatshots.
This up-to-date resource on restorative justice theory and practice is the
literature’s most comprehensive and authoritative review of original research in
new and contested areas. Bringing together contributors from across a range of
jurisdictions, disciplines and legal traditions, this edited collection provides a
concise, but critical review of existing theory and practice in restorative justice.
Authors identify key developments, theoretical arguments and new empirical
evidence, evaluating their merits and demerits, before turning the reader’s
attention to further concerns informing and improving the future of restorative
justice. Divided into four parts, the Handbook includes papers written by leading
scholars on new theory, empirical evidence of implementation, critiques and the
future of restorative justice. This companion is essential reading for scholars of
restorative justice, criminology, social theory, psychology, law, human rights and
criminal justice, as well as researchers, policymakers, practitioners and
campaigners from around the world.
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This is the third in a trilogy of books that chronicle the revolutionary changes in our mental
health and human service delivery systems that have conspired to disempower staff and
hinder client recovery. Creating Sanctuary documented the evolution of The Sanctuary Model
therapeutic approach as an antidote to the personal and social trauma that clients bring to child
welfare agencies, psychiatric hospitals, and residential facilities. Destroying Sanctuary details
the destructive role of organizational trauma in the nation's systems of care. Restoring
Sanctuary is a user-friendly manual for organizational change that addresses the deep roots of
toxic stress and illustrates how to transform a dysfunctional human service system into a safe,
secure, trauma-informed environment. At its heart, The Sanctuary Model represents an
organizational value system that is committed to seven principles, which serve as anchors for
decision making at all levels: non-violence, emotional intelligence, social learning, democracy,
open communication, social responsibility, and growth and change. The Sanctuary Model is
not a clinical intervention; rather, it is a method for creating an organizational culture that can
more effectively provide a cohesive context within which healing from psychological and
socially derived forms of traumatic experience can be addressed. Chapters are organized
around the seven Sanctuary commitments, providing step-by-step, realistic guidance on
creating and sustaining fundamental change. "Restoring Sanctuary" is a roadmap to recovery
for our nation's systems of care. It explores the notion that organizations are living systems
themselves and as such they manifest various degrees of health and dysfunction, analogous to
those of individuals. Becoming a truly trauma-informed system therefore requires a process of
reconstitution within helping organizations, top to bottom. A system cannot be truly traumainformed unless the system can create and sustain a process of understanding itself.
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Americans are frustrated with prisons. They recognize the need for these institutions, but at the
same time, they worry about whether the money used to build and maintain them is well spent.
Older prisons are dirty, disgusting, and dangerous, but even newer facilities come up lacking in
terms of offering inmates opportunities to take responsibility for their crimes, support their loved
ones, further their education, learn job skills, and develop positive relationships in healthy,
safe, respectful communities. This book provides insight into the philosophy of restorative
justice, which aims to develop ways we can manage our prisons differently to achieve more
positive outcomes. Using the case study of an honor dorm in a maximum security prison, the
book posits that most of the inmates never learned the basic tools for living life productively
and responsibly. They never thought much about their victims or how their actions affected
others. They never learned how to get along with others, pick up after themselves, or how to
be of service to their fellow man. Swanson uses the writings and reflections of inmates
participating in a restorative justice program to demonstrate the challenges and transformative
possibilities of this alternative approach to rehabilitation.
This book introduces Coming to the Table’s approach to a continuously evolving set of
purposeful theories, ideas, experiments, guidelines, and intentions, all dedicated to facilitating
racial healing and transformation. People of color, relative to white people, fall on the negative
side of virtually all measurable social indicators. The “living wound” is seen in the significant
disparities in average household wealth, unemployment and poverty rates, infant mortality
rates, access to healthcare and life expectancy, education, housing, and treatment within, and
by, the criminal justice system. Coming to the Table (CTTT) was born in 2006 when two dozen
descendants from both sides of the system of enslavement gathered together at Eastern
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Mennonite University (EMU), in collaboration with the Center for Justice & Peacebuilding
(CJP). Stories were shared and friendships began. The participants began to envision a more
connected and truthful world that would address the unresolved and persistent effects of the
historic institution of slavery. This Little Book shares Coming to the Table’s vision for the
United States—a vision of a just and truthful society that acknowledges and seeks to heal from
the racial wounds of the past. Readers will learn practical skills for better listening; discover tips
for building authentic, accountable relationships; and will find specific and varied ideas for
taking action. The table of contents includes: Chapter 1: Introduction Chapter 2: Trauma
Awareness and Resilience Chapter 3: Restorative Justice Chapter 4: Uncovering History
Chapter 5: Making Connections Chapter 6: Circles, Touchstones, and Values Chapter 7:
Working Toward Healing Chapter 8: Taking Action Chapter 9: Liberation and Transformation
And subject include Unresolved Trauma, Brown v. Board of Education, Lynching, Connecting
with Your Own Story, Wht Healing Looks Like, Engage Your Community, and much more.
We all want to experience pleasure and avoid pain. But there are really two kinds of pleasure
and pain that motivate everything we do. If you are promotion-focused, you want to advance
and avoid missed opportunities. If you are prevention-focused, you want to minimize losses
and keep things working. And as Tory Higgins has found in his groundbreaking research, if you
understand how people focus, you have the power to motivate yourself and everyone around
you. Showing how promotion/prevention focus applies across a wide range of situations from
selling products to managing employees to raising children to getting a second date, Halvorson
and Higgins show us how to identify focus, how to change focus, and how to use focus exactly
the right way to get results. Short, punchy, and prescriptive, Focus will help you see not just
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what’s going on around you— but what’s underneath. Visit the author's website at
www.heidigranthalvorson.com for a special pre-order giveaway.
New York Times Book Review 10 Best Books of 2018 A New York Times Notable Book The #1
New York Times bestseller. A brilliant and brave investigation into the medical and scientific
revolution taking place around psychedelic drugs--and the spellbinding story of his own lifechanging psychedelic experiences When Michael Pollan set out to research how LSD and
psilocybin (the active ingredient in magic mushrooms) are being used to provide relief to
people suffering from difficult-to-treat conditions such as depression, addiction and anxiety, he
did not intend to write what is undoubtedly his most personal book. But upon discovering how
these remarkable substances are improving the lives not only of the mentally ill but also of
healthy people coming to grips with the challenges of everyday life, he decided to explore the
landscape of the mind in the first person as well as the third. Thus began a singular adventure
into various altered states of consciousness, along with a dive deep into both the latest brain
science and the thriving underground community of psychedelic therapists. Pollan sifts the
historical record to separate the truth about these mysterious drugs from the myths that have
surrounded them since the 1960s, when a handful of psychedelic evangelists inadvertently
catalyzed a powerful backlash against what was then a promising field of research. A unique
and elegant blend of science, memoir, travel writing, history, and medicine, How to Change
Your Mind is a triumph of participatory journalism. By turns dazzling and edifying, it is the
gripping account of a journey to an exciting and unexpected new frontier in our understanding
of the mind, the self, and our place in the world. The true subject of Pollan's "mental
travelogue" is not just psychedelic drugs but also the eternal puzzle of human consciousness
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and how, in a world that offers us both suffering and joy, we can do our best to be fully present
and find meaning in our lives.
In the United States, some populations suffer from far greater disparities in health than others.
Those disparities are caused not only by fundamental differences in health status across
segments of the population, but also because of inequities in factors that impact health status,
so-called determinants of health. Only part of an individual's health status depends on his or
her behavior and choice; community-wide problems like poverty, unemployment, poor
education, inadequate housing, poor public transportation, interpersonal violence, and
decaying neighborhoods also contribute to health inequities, as well as the historic and
ongoing interplay of structures, policies, and norms that shape lives. When these factors are
not optimal in a community, it does not mean they are intractable: such inequities can be
mitigated by social policies that can shape health in powerful ways. Communities in Action:
Pathways to Health Equity seeks to delineate the causes of and the solutions to health
inequities in the United States. This report focuses on what communities can do to promote
health equity, what actions are needed by the many and varied stakeholders that are part of
communities or support them, as well as the root causes and structural barriers that need to be
overcome.
The goal of this book is to provide an overview for psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers,
clergy, corrections professionals, and volunteers of the role that chaplains play in assisting
prison management in the rehabilitation of offenders in addition to their ministerial and
administrative responsibilities. Organized into six sections, the first discusses the role
chaplains play, the need for prison ministry, fundamental counseling skills, and social theories
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of crime. Chapter 2 is concerned with crime, delinquency theories, and substance abuse and
its treatment and prevention. Chapter 3 discusses how ministry can be wholesome when family
fears, poverty, classism, and other issues such as prostitution, juvenile justice, and education
are confronted and dealt with. Chapter 4 presents issues concerned with parenting, selfesteem, guilt, anger, and managing negative emotions. Chapter 5 discusses the need for
community support such as mentorship and minister of record involvement in the lives of
inmates. It also presents Christian treatment modalities such as evangelism, discipleship, and
spiritual formation in therapy. The final chapter discusses nontraditional religions encountered
in prison, the Religious Freedom Reformation Act, cults, occults, volunteers, and how to
organize a prison ministry. This unique book, written from a Christian perspective, presents a
comprehensive plan for chaplains and other members of a corrections team to bring a spiritual
and humane dimension to prison rehabilitation efforts.
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